MLA Format for citations

**Book**


**Journal Article**


**Newspaper or Magazine Article**


**Book Article or Chapter**

**Encyclopedia Article**  (less familiar reference books)


**Website**

Lynch, Tim. "DSN Trials and Tribble-ations Review


**Newspaper or Magazine Article on the Internet**


CMS Format for Citations

Book - (one author)

Bibliography:

Footnote:

Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)

Book - (two to three authors)

Bibliography:

Footnote:

Journal Article (one author)

Bibliography:

Footnote:

**Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)**

**Journal Article (two authors)**

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**

**Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)**

**Newspaper Article**

**Bibliography:**

[Do not include in Bibliography. Citation is made in running text style as shown in the Footnote example below.]

**Footnote**

"In an article on rampage killers (*New York Times*, April 10, 2000), Laurie Goodstein and William Glaberson describe..."

**Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)**
Encyclopedia Article

Bibliography: [Do not include in Bibliography. Citation is made in running text style as shown in the In Text examples below.]

Footnote:

"In his article on Nebo in the eleventh edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica, Morris Jastrow noted that . . ."

Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)

Electronic Journal or Newspaper Article

Bibliography:

Footnote:


Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)

Electronic Book

Bibliography:

Footnote:

**Notes-Bibliography Style - (the Arts, Literature, History)**

**Web Site**

**Bibliography:**


**Footnote:**